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This presentation is divided into 2 parts: Part I deals with some terms of Sanskrit grammar in their Chinese 
renderings. Part II is focusing on some active suffixes of Sanskrit and show the way by which the ancient translators 
strove to turn the particular minimal units of meaning of Sanskrit language into Chinese. 
 
Part I ᄫᴀ(ziben) versusܗ䷇(yuanyin) 
In the history of cultural exchange between China and the western worlds, in a great scope, we can observe two 
high tides of imports of western ideologies that are characterized by intensive translation activities. The first high 
tide can be fairly defined: it started with the translation activities of An Shigao (active around 168-171 AD), went on 
for centuries and ended, perhaps as a resound, with the assiduous translation activities of the Indian monk DƗnapƗla 
(ᮑ䅋,?~1017) in the Northern Song-dynasty. The first tide yields a huge number of Buddhist literatures in Chinese, 
accompanied by a process of the Buddhist conquest of China. The second high tide of importing foreign ideologies 
is what we are now experiencing. Today Chinese people are eager to learn different western languages such as 
English, French or German. To learn a foreign language, we have very good grammar books written by Chinese 
scholars. For various grammarian terms we have invented renderings respectively specialized. For enumerating, we 
name ܗ䷇ yuanyin to vowel, 䓨䷇ fuyin to consonants and Ḑ ge for casesüthese are special grammatical 
phenomena of some languages such as Russian and German. 
I am quite sure that by determining the grammatical terms, the first modern Chinese translators of the 
grammatical terms have not referred to the Buddhist tradition. In the history of cultural exchange between China and 
the western worlds, Sanskrit or better hybrid Sanskrit was the first Indo-European language from which a huge 
number of Buddhist literatures have been translated into Chinese. It is to be expected that we find to the typical 
Sanskrit grammatical terms the Chinese equivalents which have found their ways into the huge number of Chinese 
Buddhist canons. Some terms surely have been discussed by scholars like B. H. van Gulik, just to name one of them; 
however, some have been ignored. Today I am going to talk about some of the grammatical terms of Sanskrit in 
their Chinese incarnations. Before I go to details, however, I would take the opportunity to make a remark on the 
general view of western scholars on ancient Chinese learning Sanskrit. 
I take Pieter C. Verhagen’s view as one of the representatives. He said: In the long history of Buddhism in China 
for the vast majority of the adepts the study of Sanskrit never went beyond the study of the Indian alphabets. 
The opinion above appears to contain some truth. It is true that, if compared with the Tibetan Kangyur and 
Tangyur, one peculiarity of the components of Chinese Buddhist Tripitaka is obvious that in the whole descended 
treasures of Chinese Buddhist literatures the portion of grammatical literature is missing. Yet why this kind of 
literature is absent in Chinese Buddhist canons shall not be so easily answered by supposing that ancient Chinese 
were indifferent for “things Indian” due to “their firm conviction that anything Chinese was ipso facto better than 
anything foreign.”i I will not plunge into various reasons for the vacancy, but for the moment raise two remarks: For 
the first, I want to highlight the fact that in the history of Buddhism it was very rare that China had direct contacts 
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with the Indian Buddhism. By the direct contacts I mean, in the first place, those monks who really came from India, 
and in the second place those Chinese pilgrims who had traveled to India. As a well known fact, the number of these 
pilgrims from China was very small. Especially in the first phase of Buddhism coming to China, it is mainly due to 
the efforts of Parthians, Indo-scythians, Khotanese and Sogdians that Buddhism gradually gained a full spread in 
China. The most Buddhist literatures in the first phase are mainly translated by these people of, more or less, an 
Iranian provenance. 
For the second, from the early Chinese historical records in reference to Buddhist scriptures we can distinctly feel 
an ambience of a rejection against the usage of pure Sanskrit as the language for MahƗyƗna Buddhism. Surviving 
Buddhist manuscripts from Afghanistan, as for instance in the Sch? yen collection, can be adduced as a confirmation 
to the records of Chinese historical literatures. In the Sch? yen collection, there is no trace detected of an Indian 
grammar of the pure Sanskrit. Otherwise, however, if viewed against the remains of Buddhist scriptures from 
Western Regions (㽓ඳ, xiyu), it is certain that some fragments of KƗtantra in the archeological founds from the 
surroundings of Turfan have been discovered, and yet indeed, Turfan was a center for Hy nayƗna Buddhism where 
in the first place SarvƗstivƗdins were dominant. In direct sources of MahƗyƗna Buddhism for China there is an 
evident lack of the grammatical literature of the classical Sanskrit. In reliance on this fact, how can one expect that 
there would be such literatures in some sort presenting in Chinese Buddhist canons? 
The first spoor of a translation of an Indian indigenous grammatical terms can be detected in MahƗparinirvƗna-s
} tra ǉ໻㠀⊹⌍㍧Ǌ. One version of the work was translated into Chinese by Faxian (⊩乃) between 417-418 
AD. Faxian was one of the few famous Buddhist pilgrims who had traveled to India. In MahƗparinirvƗna-s} tra it 
is said that the Bodhisattva KƗ˃syapa once asked Buddha a question: ĀBhagavan, what are svarƗs?ā The Buddha 
told him: ĀThe initial 14 sounds are svarƗs.ā (䖺㨝㦽㭽ⱑԯ㿔˖ĀϪᇞ, ѥԩᄫᴀ˛āԯਞ䖺㨝˖Ā߱कಯ
䷇ৡ⚎ᄫᴀǄā)˷ppt˹ Then the Buddha began to enumerate the vowelsüa Ɨ i y  u }  etc, and afterwards he 
separately explained their meanings according to the Buddhist ideology. This dialogue and the ensuing 
indoctrination taught by Buddha raised a case which could not been settled during the ensuing centuries. It is in the 
modern time that the case has finally found a solution. A Japanese scholar ᑇ⬄ᯠৌ by name has discussed the case 
in his article published in 1994 and thus given an excellent issue to the caseii.˷ppt˹ I entirely agree with him that 
the 14 initial sounds mentioned in MahƗparinirvƗna-s} tra are going back to the varnƗnƗm samƗmnƗya as given in 
KƗtantraüa system of grammar created before 400 AD. KƗtantra, being a practical grammatical manual, is one of 
the most popular grammars for the classical Sanskrit which was supposed to prevail mainly among the Buddhist in 
northern India. This can be confirmed by our facsimile collection of Sanskrit manuscripts from Tibet. We have 
found in our collection several manuscripts of KƗntantra. 
The 2nd rule of KƗntantra teaches: tatra caturda˃sƗdau svarƗh, ĀThere (in the alphabet) the 14 initials are 
vowelsā. ˷ppt˹ Accordingly, it is clear that what the Buddha meant with the 14 initial sounds are the vowels. 
However, what there draws my attention is that the word svara was rendered as ziben. 
As a rendering of svara, Ziben is significant from two viewpoints. For the first: The rendering itself is not based 
on a spoken language, but a written language. It reveals that Sanskrit came to China merely as a written language 
visualized in Buddhist scriptures. The language did not serve the purpose of the oral communications. As for the 
second: we must bear it in mind that the Chinese tradition strictly differentiated a written language from a colloquial 
language. If it were to be written, it had to be written in the style of a written languageüin the classical Chinese(᭛
㿔᭛) (perhaps with an exception of the Zen Buddhism of later Tang-dynasty). 
Bearing it in mind as a background that the Chinese tradition of making distinction between written and spoken 
language, it will help us to understand the long lasting and confusing quarrel about 14 sounds or 12 sounds in the 
history and even in the modern time. As mentioned above, it is in MahƗparinirvƗna-s} tra that the vowels of the 
classical Sanskrit alphabet were firstly introduced to Chinese adepts of Buddhism. There was a famous literati 
named 䃱䴜䘟 Xie Lingyun (385̚433AD) who had correctly explained what the 14 vowels should be after he had 
consulted a certain monk ᜻঵ Huirui who had traveled to India and thus might have acquired some knowledge 
about Indian indigenous grammars. That the explanation of Xie about the 14 sounds referred to KƗtantra had been 
confirmed many times by Buddhist scholars like ParamƗrtha (ⳳ䂺) andゎ෎(Kuiji). The former of the two came 
from India and was the translator of Abhidharmako˃sa whereas the latter was a pupil of Xuanzang. It seems to 
everyone present that there is no need for a further discussion about the simple 14 sounds in fact being vowels as 
given in KƗtantra since they are confirmed by ParamƗrtha andüin an indirect wayüby Xuanzang. 
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Nevertheless, the opposite voices are even more assured and bold with justice than the apparent right one as 
demonstrated above. 
For facilitating the narration, here I give the theory about the vowels of the main opposite. The most interesting 
opposite voice came from literati monks from oases of the þWestern Regions 㽓ඳ (xiyu)ÿ. 
They hold that the vowel system of the Buddhist Sanskrit of the MahƗyƗna Buddhism contains only 12 vowels. 
And they are 
䰓   䭋䰓   Ӟ   Ӟ   ⚣Ϟ㙆   ⚣   㗇   ᛯ   ⚣   ឞ   ଉ   䰓 
a  Ɨ         I      y    u             }    e     ai    o     au   am  ah 
The most suitable representative one of the just mentioned vowel system was᜻⨇ Huilin (737-820)üthe author 
of ϔߛ㍧䷇㕽 yiqie jing yinyi. Huilin came from㽓ඳ⭣ࢦ xiyu shule (which matches with the modern area of 
Kashgar, Xinjiang). Here I cite a statement from him: ĀIn my childhood, I (Huilin) was taught by scholars of Anxi 
(ᅝ㽓üa location, which is approximately around the desert of Taklamakan Desert, Xinjiang) how to recite and 
write the aksaras of the Siddham. In fact I have not seen that ଑ ଓ ୼ ୽ . are used for combination with consonants, 
and for the more, aૹ  and a૛  are not exclusive (out of the characters for vowels). Even today, I see that in Sanskrit 
manuscripts written in Tocharian mƗt ଑  kƗs there are only 12 vowels existent inclusive aૹ   and a૛  which are used 
for producing all akúaras. I donÿt know who did the wrong allegation in changing the regular 12 vowels into 14 
vowels and thereby adopted the 4 akúaras which are meaningless.āiii 
As shown by the statement of Huilin, two key-points of the opposite position to the system of the 14 vowels of 
the pure Sanskrit as given in KƗtantra are popping out, namely, they deny ଑ ଓ ୼ ୽ . as vowels whilst aૹ  and a૛  
are regarded as vowels. 
The second point is interesting for us. What Huilin meant with Siddham is a kind of a textbook containing simple 
alphabetic and ligatures which was probably designed for learners of BrƗhmy  scripts. Such a textbook as depicted 
by Huilin must have circulated in oases along the silk-routes. Not only Huilin, but we personally will also testify 
that such a textbook really excluded ଑ ଓ ୼ ୽ . whereas aૹ   and a૛  occur wherever the vowels are listed. Here is 
an example of such a textbook of the Siddham introducing Khotanese aksarasüa kind of BrƗhmy  script at one time 
en vogue in the ancient Kingdom of Khotan at the southern silk-route of the Taklamakan Desert. 
At this manuscript we see that am and a૛  really follow the vowels and combine with consonants. If we make 
distinction between a written and a spoken language, and set forth the written language as basis, we will understand 
what Huilin at that time meant. In a sense that a vowel can join with different consonants and therefore produces 
different akúaras, it seems that for a written text aૹ  a૛  really possess the same function as a vowel. If the function 
that the consonants, with which it combines, vary while itself remains the same, is considered as the rule for being a 
vowel, it follows actually that am and an should be counted as Zibens—the principal of akúaras. 
However, a correct description of the quality of the sounds aૹ   and a૛  according to KƗtantraÿs system is 
preserved in Chinese sources, or more precisely, in Chinese sources preserved by our Japanese neighbors. An Ran 
ᅝ✊, the famous Japanese monk in the second half of the 9th century, kept the notes written by Chinese monks in 
his workᙝᲛ㮣 Xitanzang. By reading Xitanzang, we are informed that Xie Lingyun had explanation about the 
quality of the both soundsüaૹ   and a૛ . As early as at the beginning of the 5th century, Xie explained: ĀThe two 
characters, namely aૹ   a૛ , are not reckoned as proper sounds. They are merely aftereffects of sounds.ā iv 
Furthermore, there is another commentary about the two sounds as well as preserved by An Ran in his Xitanzang. 
This time he cite from a monk of Tang-dynasty,ᱎᒷ Zhiguang, who was active from the middle of the 9th century. 
Zhiguang comments: ĀAs far as the 14 sounds are concerned, they shall be so arranged in the sequence that the 
four akúarasü଑ ଓ ୼ ୽ .should to be listed under the akúara }  as given in the 12 sounds of the Siddham, and the 
last two akúaras of the Siddham are to be removed because they are so-called adjacent akúaras (⬠⬨ᄫ jie pan zi). 
By this way, we get the 14 sounds.āv 
 It is the designation of the two soundsüaૹ   and a૛  as the adjacent akúaras that drew my attention, because it 
betrays a tradition which must be traced back to Pa噈jikƗüa critical commentary to Durgasiૹhaÿs KƗtantra. 
I think I should explain a little more. In KƗtantra, the sequence of akúaras is arranged like following: First the 
vowels (which end with au), then the consonants with ha as the last one. According to this sequence the author 
defined akúaras. After the definition of consonants he finely explained the pronunciation of aૹ  and a૛ . However, it 
seems that KƗtantra must have not followed the normal sequence of akúaras in accordance with the popular varĈ a-
pƗĥ ha according to which aૹ   and a૛  shall be located after the vowels and before the consonants. Because of the 
alternative version represented by KƗtantra, someone consulted his teacher, and the teacher was TrilocanadƗsaüthe 
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author of Pa噈jikƗ. A dialogue between the pupil and the teacher is recorded in Pa噈jikƗ. Here is a preliminary 
translation of the dialogue on discussion about the quality of the both soundsüaૹ  a૛ , and their designations: 
 
Pupil: Why does KƗtantra (by the description) not follow the normal sequence of the akúaras, but has removed aૹ   and a૛  
to the end of varĈ asamƗmnƗya? 
Teacher: Because they are not reckoned to the primary akúaras, and they never occur independently, it follows that the 
description of the two sounds happened at the end. 
Pupil: If it is so, why do not set them forth at the end of the normal varĈ apĥ ha?  
Teacher: For the purpose of recitation they are listed between vowels and consonants, because they (the two sounds) have to 
abut on them (vowels and consonants), for they may borrow the designations of vowels as well as consonants. It is the usual way 
of borrowing names, namely by lying adjacent. For instance, regions located adjacent to GaĈ gƗ   are accordingly named 
GaĈ gƗ .vi  
 
So far we have followed the dialogue. I think it is quite clear when Zhiguang designated aૹ   and a૛  as the 
adjacent akúaras, he seemed to have been informed about KƗtantra and its Pa噈jikƗ composed by TrilocanadƗsa. 
Furthermore, it is significant that Zhiguangÿs designation of aૹ   and a૛  as the adjacent akúaras can help to 
confine the date of the book Pa噈jikƗ to a certain limit. As well known,  KƗtantra has a Tibetan translation, but it is 
not clear when it was translated into Tibetan. According to Bruno Liebich, the work must be translated into Tibetan 
between 700 and1000 AD. Here we have an uncertainty of 300 years. The Tibetan translator, however, had 
mentioned that while translating, he had consulted Pa噈jikƗ of TrilocanadƗsa. Since Zhiguang, with regard to his 
designation of the adjacent akúaras, seems to have referred to Pa噈jikƗ, and since Zhiguangÿs living time is quite 
dateableühe was active since the middle of 9th century, thus the probable date that Pa噈jikƗ came into being can be 
limited to before 850 AD. 
With it I am going to the 2nd part of my presentation. 
Part II Active Suffixes 
As well-know, already in very ancient times Indian people had carried out profound observations on their 
language. According to their observations, as expressed in a verse of the Rigveda, the language that people speak 
constitutes only of one quarter of a whole language-unit. The other three parts are hidden which only learned 
BrƗhmanas can be conscious of. By the so-called hidden parts they mean the abundant Sanskrit suffixes and the 
mutes attached to these suffixes which usually indicate certain changing rules. In other words, it implies that if 
someone is determined to translate a work from Sanskrit into a target language, for instance into Chinese, he is 
supposed to know well about the suffixes and their functions. 
As mentioned at the beginning of my presentation, in the first high tide of ideological exchange between China 
and the western worlds, abundant Buddhist scriptures were translated into Chinese. These are unique cultural 
treasures which enable modern scholars to carry out observations in many fields, especially in the field of language 
contact. Sanskrit and Chinese—these two languages are so different that they can be depicted as the two opposite 
ends of one spectrum. However, it is not so much of a difficulty, if our research stays at the stage only to see how, 
for instance, cases or tenses of Sanskrit are respectively rendered into Chinese. For further studies we have to equip 
ourselves with some knowledge of the indigenous grammatical system of Sanskrit. The more we know about Indian 
indigenous grammars, the more we will uncover the techniques and methods applied by the ancient translators in 
their practices of translations. Here I give some instances. 
Among the six types of suffixes in Sanskrit, krĥ suffixes are numerous which can be respectively attached to 
verbs and thus form nouns with an active meaning. Here are some examples: 
Ĉ vul, úvun, vun are three active suffixes that appear only in Indian indigenous books discussing vyƗkaraĈ a. The 
common part of the three suffixes are vu which in the linguistic performance appears as aka whilst the other 
characters by the three suffixes are just mutes, having the function to indicate the changing rules of sounds, 
intonation, or for forming female forms. Suffix aka endows the noun with an active meaning. It can also mean þ
specialized inÿ, or repetition of an action. There are quite a lot of words formed by suffix aka in Sanskrit. Let us 
have a look how such words are rendered into Chinese: 
Here are some examples fromǉℷ⊩㧃Ǌ(SPD) translated by Dharmarak?a (ノ⊩䅋). 
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mahƗvinƗyaka ໻ᇞ䲘 
p଑ cchaka ᬶⱐଣ㗙(T9, p.68.3) 
naranƗyaka ᇢ߽㸚ᒊ(T9, p.64.1) 
vinƗyaka ໻㘪 (T9, p.74.1) 
lokavinƗyaka ᇢ᏿(T9, p.64.3)n 
dharmabhƗĈ aka ⊩᏿ 
 
Examples fromǉ཭⊩Ǌ(SPD) translated by KumƗrajy va (劽ᨽ㕙Ҕ) 
 
vinƗyaka ԯ (T9, p.11.1) 
saૹ tƗraka 㛑ᑺ(T9, p.1.3) 
p଑ cchaka 㛑ⱐଣ㗙(T9, p.6.2) 
naranƗyaka ᇢ᏿(T9, p.2.3) 
lokavinƗyaka ԯ(T9, p.3.1) 
dharmabhĈ aka ⊩᏿ 
 
One example is from Abhidharmako˃saǉׅ㟡䂪Ǌ translated first by ParamƗrtha (ⳳ䂺 ) and then by 
Xuanzang(⥘༬) 
 
anughrƗhaka 㛑๲Ⲟ, 㛑Ⲟ 
 
Followed are examples chosen from Vimalaky rtinirdeúa ǉ㎁ᨽ㍧Ǌtranslated by Zhiqiang, KumƗrajy va or 
Xuanzang 
 
saddharmaparigrƗhaka 㛑᫱ℷ⊩ (Xuanzang) 
yƗjaka ⼴⼔(ᬃ䃭 Zhiqiang)˗໻ᮑЏ(KumƗrajy va, Xuanzang) 
upasthƗyaka ա㗙(KumƗrajy va, Xuanzang) 
 
In order to strengthen our impression how nouns with an active meaning were rendered into Chinese, we take 
another active suffix lyu for instance. Again, there is a mute letterül, while yu is ana in the apparent linguistic 
performance. 
Following Examples are chosen from Abhidharma-kos୓ ǉׅ㟡䂪Ǌ translated either by ParamƗrtha or by 
Xuanzang: 
 
sƗdhana 㛑ゟ (Xuanzang)  
vardhana 䭋, ๲, ๲䭋(ParamƗrtha); ๲䘆(Xuanzang) 
˃sobhana ৃ(ParamƗrtha); ⠆୘(Xuanzang) 
dhƗraĈ a 㛑ᣕ(ParamƗrtha, Xuanzang) 
 
I have at random chosen the given instances from the most great translators such as Zhiqian (who is active in 
222-265 AD), Dharmaraksa (239-316 AD), KumƗrajy va (344-413 AD), ParamƗrtha (499-569 AD) and Xuanzang 
(600-664 AD). After going through the examples, we can now come up with some conclusions. 
1) It is evident that all the translators knew about the active suffixes and their meanings and functions in forming 
the nouns. There are obviously some techniques that they have developed for rendering such nouns with an active 
suffix. 
2) Because  aka may have the meaning of þspecialized inÿ, they chose᏿ shi for a rendering, as can be 
observed in lokavinƗyaka ᇢ᏿ daoshi and dharmabhƗĈ aka ⊩᏿ fashi. Since shi means þspecialized inÿ, it 
seems at the first glance that it is the perfect choice for rendering  aka. However, it must be noticed that if we 
check in the classical Chinese literatures, shi is used to be attached only to a noun. As for instances, we have found
⨈᏿ qinshi(a master for playing Chinese guitar), ῖ᏿ yueshi (a master for composing music), 䱊᏿ taoshi (a 
master for making pottery), etc. Indeed a small hesitation can be observed in the ancient translations: For instance, 
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Dharmarakúa translated naranƗyaka intoᇢ߽㸚ᒊ(a guide of beings)üthis is a more literal translation, not intoᇢ
᏿, whereas it is KumƗrajy va that he translated the same word intoᇢ᏿. On the other hand, KumƗrajy va seems 
also to have avoided using daoshi, as can be seen that he chose fo for rendering lokavinƗyaka. It appears that 
Dharmarakúa was more preferring in applying the word daoshi than KumƗrajy va as attested by a statistic of SDP. 
Dharmarakúaka used the word daoshi 95 times whereas we count by KumƗrajy va 21 times for using the same 
word. 
3) In such a way as attested in phrases given above (sƗdhana㛑ゟ; saૹ tƗraka㛑ᑺ; dhƗrana㛑ᣕ; p଑ cchaka
㛑ⱐଣ㗙 etc.), the character neng is definitely a invention due to the praxis of the translation of Sanskrit scriptures, 
in particular for rendering the active sense expressed either by an active suffix or by a verb in an active voice. That it 
is an invention devised especially for translating Sanskrit scriptures can be testified from another viewpoint. Neither 
in the classical Chinese nor in the modern Chinese, one speaks or writes in such a way as using neng for introducing 
a phrase. This kind of phrases occurs only in Buddhist translations. 
Obviously, that all the great translators were so trained in Sanskrit grammar that they must have paid attention to 
different expressive units with an active or passive meaning. It is to see that they were eager and determined to 
reproduce the active meaning of a suffix attached to a noun also in Chinese, so that they invent such an expression 
with neng conducting a phrase. Yet this invention is destined to remain alien to the Chinese speaking society 
because it is based on the grammatical system of Sanskrit and engendered by the will of the ancient translators for 
trying a perfect rendering of Buddhist scriptures from Sanskrit into Chinese. Such expressions, however, reveal to us 
that the ancient translators had acquired profound knowledge of the Indian indigenous grammatical systems, as 
testified in their works. 
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